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Purpose of Paper 

 
The purpose of this paper is to act as a cover paper for the latest working draft of the initial Five- 
Year NHS Joint Forward Plan for South Yorkshire to enable consideration by the Partnership. 
This is provided in conjunction with the update paper provided for the public (please refer to 
appendix Ai/Aii). 
 
South Yorkshire Integrated Care Partnership (23 May) meeting setting out the national 
expectations for Joint Forward Plans, our engagement approach with citizens, patients and 
carers and how we have worked together taking a distributed leadership approach to develop 
our draft Joint Forward Plan for South Yorkshire.  
 
Joint Forward Plans (JFP) are expected to set out how Integrated Care Boards together with 
their partner NHS Trusts will arrange and provide NHS services to meet both the physical and 
mental health needs of their local population, aligned to local joint strategic needs assessment 
and Health and Wellbeing Strategies.  
 
The guidance is clear that systems are to use their Joint Forward Plan as a shared delivery plan 
for their Integrated Care Strategy, setting out the NHS contribution. The expectation is that year 
one is closely aligned to operational planning submissions for 23/24. Our NHS Operational Plan 
for South Yorkshire for 2023/24 has been submitted to NHS England.  
 
The draft plan has been coordinated by a Joint Forward Plan Coordination Group through 
which we have brought together leads from our places, provider collaboratives and alliances 
and taken a distributed leadership approach. 

 

Key Issues 

 
The South Yorkshire Integrated Care Partnership Board received an update on 23 May 
2023 on the progress of the development of the Joint Forward Plan.  Sheffield place partners 
have input into the plan via a Joint Forward Plan Coordination Group. 
 

Is your report for Approval/Consideration/Noting 

 
For noting. 
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Recommendations/Action Required by the Sheffield Health and Care Partnership 
Board 

 
Sheffield Health and Care Partnership Board is asked to: 
 

• Note and support the engagement work building on the approach taken to inform the 
Integrated Care Strategy. 

 

• Note the work underway to develop our initial Five-Year NHS Joint Forward Plan for South 
Yorkshire and support onward development of the plan to ensure that it is well placed to 
start to act as a delivery plan setting out the NHS contribution.  

 

What assurance does this report provide to the Sheffield Health and Care Partnership 
Board in relations to the ambitions of the Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2019-2024 

 Please 
✓ 

Every child achieves a level of development in their early year for the best start in life ✓ 

Every child is included in their education and can access their local school ✓ 

Every child and young person has a successful transition to independence ✓ 

Everyone has access to a home that supports their health ✓ 

Everyone has a fulfilling occupation and the resources to support their needs ✓ 

Everyone can safely walk or cycle in their local area regardless of age or ability ✓ 

Everyone has equitable access to care and support shaped around them ✓ 

Everyone has the level of meaningful social contact that they want ✓ 

Everyone lives the end of their life with dignity in the place of their choice ✓ 

Are there any Resource Implications (including Financial, Staffing etc)? 

  
N/A 
 

Have you carried out an Equality Impact Assessment and is it attached? 

 

N/A 
 

Have you involved patients, carers and the public in the preparation of the report?   

 
N/A 
 

 
 

 
 
 


